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MATERIALITY ANALYSIS 2017 
(GRI 10240, 10242, 10243, 10244, 
10246, 10247, 10248, 1031)

An anonymous international online stakeholder 
survey was conducted in autumn 2017 to 
investigate the thoughts and expectations of 
7,200 representatives of relevant groups on 
sustainability at Porsche. The survey therefore 
targeted three times as many people as in 
2015. Responses were received from some 
950 people including customers (67.3 per 
cent), business partners and analysts/investors 
(7.5 per cent), politicians and public authori
ties (4.8 per cent), NGOs (3.0 per cent), 
Porsche employees (2.7 per cent), academics 
(2.4 per cent) and other participants (12.3 per 
cent), including participants from China and 
Great Britain for the first time. 

More than twothirds of those surveyed re
ported being “very satisfied” or “satisfied” with 
Porsche’s sustainability efforts. This repre
sents an improvement of twelve percentage 
points compared with the previous survey.  
It revealed that 89 per cent of respondents do 
not see any conflict, generally speaking, be
tween sustainability and the manufacture of 
premium sports cars. More than half of 
participants (58 per cent) stated that their 
impression of Porsche was “hardly” or “not  
at all” affected by the diesel affair. Just under  
a third (29 per cent) felt it was actually a 
concern, however. All stakeholder groups 
expect open, honest and transparent commu
nication on this matter as well as a clear 
response to the challenge of lowemission, 
sustainable mobility. On the whole, respond
ents prioritised the themes “vehicle safety”, 
“fuel consumption and vehicle emissions” and 
“longterm customer relationships”.

The members of the Sustainability Advisory 
Committee also had the chance to provide  
detailed feedback on sustainability at Porsche  
and opportunities and risks during individual 
expert interviews. They presented specific  
recommendations for action to further shape 
Porsche’s engagement. Topics including  
“alternative drives”, “reduction in corporate 
CO₂ emissions” and “expansion of the charging 
infrastructure” were central to their suggestions. 
The impetus generated by the members of 
the Sustainability Advisory Committee will be 
maintained by means of deeper integration  
into the company’s sustainability management 
and an expansion of external stakeholder 
engagement in the future.

MATERIALITY MATRIX AND  
REPORTING 2017 
(GRI 10244, 10246, 10247, 1031)

Porsche’s impact on the environment, em
ployees and society was investigated by 
members of the Sustainability Expert Group 
and representatives from the company’s 
relevant specialist units during an internal 
workshop. 

In accordance with the Global Reporting  
Initiative (GRI) standards, topics that are 
material for reporting in 2017 are those that  
are highly relevant for stakeholders and 
themes with medium and high impact: vehicle 
safety, vehicle fuel consumption and emis
sions, longterm customer relationships, 
materials and sustainable materials, energy 
and emissions during production, longterm 
economic stability, new mobility concepts,  
staff development, occupational health and 
safety, environmentally compatible logistics, 
resource consumption during production,  
attractive employer, respon sibility in the 
supply chain, digital transformation, compli
ance, and corporate codetermination.
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Materiality Matrix 
(GRI 10244, 10246, 10247, 1031)

Performance – Sustainability strategy and sustainability management

The survey revealed  
that 89 per cent of 
respondents do not see 
any conflict, generally 
speaking, between 
sustainability and the 
manufacture of  
premium sports cars.




